“WHY USE A TWO-PART
COMPOUND?”

®

TM

Bondo® Home
Solutions™ Two-Part

Most One-Part
Products

Drying
Time

30 Minutes*

24 Hours

Shrinking

No

Yes

Cracking

No

Yes

Adhesion

Stronger Than
Existing Surface

Like Chewing
Gum

Durability

Excellent

Poor to Fair

Storage

Will Not Dry in
the Can

Better Use the
Whole Can Now

Designed for
Overall
Specific Problems:
Performance Resistance to Water,
Oil, Chemicals, Etc.

Limited
Performance

Appliance & Porcelain Touch Up Paint
Scratches and other flaws on white or
almond appliances can be removed
quickly and easily with this convenient
half-ounce touch-up bottle.
All-Purpose Putty
If it needs to stay put, these are the
formulas for the job. Use the AllPurpose formulation for high strength
repairs and the Extra-Strength where a
superior bond is needed or where the
repair will contact water, temperature
extremes, chemicals or petroleum products. Permanently bonds almost anything to almost anything
else: securing eye bolts or anchors, bonding loose hinge
mountings, repairing broken parts, replacing missing pieces.
Quarts and gallons.
All-Purpose
Fiberglass Resin
Use for bridging large, gaping holes, breaks or cracks in
fiberglass boats, tubs or
pools. Can also be used to
bridge large gaps in metal.
Should be used with fiberglass cloth tape or matting
(see Accessories, below).

*Epoxy compounds take longer. Marked clearly on packages.

ACCESSORIES
Green means go when you need accessories and tools to
complete your Bondo® Home Solutions™ projects.
Spreaders, mixing boards, fiberglass cloth and matting let
you get professional results in less time and for a fraction
of the cost!

CONTRACTOR QUALITY –
FOR EVERYONE!

Deep Gloss Tabletop Finish
The best bet for broken bolts, hinges,
seams, anchors; wherever permanent
strong bonds need to be established or
restored. Bonds and fills gaps. For many
home repairs in most environment.

Sometimes repairs need to stand up to years of abuse, harsh
conditions and high stress. When you use Bondo® Home
Solutions™ products with the black border, you can make
the repair and forget about it. Now in easier-to-measure and
mix formulations, these contractor-grade products create
super-strong bonds and patches that can be exposed to
extremes of heat and cold, water, solvents, salt, oil, gas and
chemicals. Extra-Strength products are epoxy-based, requiring
longer curing times than other Bondo® Home Solutions™
products.

Fiberglass Resin Liquid Hardener
The best bet for broken bolts, hinges,
seams, anchors; wherever permanent
strong bonds need to be established or
restored. Bonds and fills gaps. For many
home repairs in most environment.

Extra-Strength Epoxy Resin
Use to repair and seal boat hulls, join
fiberglass panels, tub and shower
surrounds, dock repairs, pools, tanks,
fountains, ponds, outdoor planters,
sealing cedar strips, canoes and birdbaths.

White Cream Hardener
The best bet for broken bolts, hinges,
seams, anchors; wherever permanent
strong bonds need to be established or
restored. Bonds and fills gaps. For many
home repairs in most environment.

Repair Guide
Turn the page if you need to make fast, easy, quality
repairs to concrete, wood, metal, sheetrock, plaster,
brick, fiberglass, gel-coat or clear glossy surfaces.

Extra-Strength Concrete
Repair Epoxy
Creates a watertight repair or coating on
garage floors, cracks in basement floors
or walls and exterior chimneys.
Extra-Strength Wood Repair Epoxy
Repairs gouges, knotholes or cuts in
wood beams, joists, fencing posts, rotted
wood deck and play equipment supports. For all wood repairs requiring
resistance to water, shrinkage,
sagging and load.
Extra-Strength All-Purpose Epoxy
The best bet for broken bolts, hinges,
seams, anchors; wherever permanent
strong bonds need to be established or
restored. Bonds and fills gaps. For many
home repairs in most environment.

“When I fix it, and it looks right,
then I know I can try even more.”
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FIX IT RIGHT

“If you gave me great directions, I would try it!”

REPAIR KITS
Have you ever made three or four trips to the hardware store
for one small repair? Most people have. Do you wind up
spending more money and time, feeling frustrated and owning tools you’ll never use again? Bondo® Home Solutions.™
Kits take the guesswork out of shopping for home repairs.
They include everything you will need to make the repair.
Everything. Mixing sticks, cups, mixing boards, spreaders,
sandpaper, brushes, fiberglass cloth tape, hardener, compound
and specific step-by-step instructions in plain language.
Once you open the kit, you’ll be ready to sand and paint or
stain in 30 minutes or less (epoxy takes about 24 hours).

Wall Repair Kit
Use on holes, cracks, scratches in interior Sheetrock®, drywall or plaster walls.
The white repair compound dries /
"cures" and is ready to sand and paint in
about 30 minutes, even if you put on a
thick layer. Try that with spackling and
you will end up with cracks, splits and
a project that might take several days.

Tub & Shower Repair Kit
Repair cracks and chips in bathtubs,
shower stalls, bathroom sinks and
counters, toilets, marble, tile, porcelain
and fiberglass. Can even be color
matched and used on some pool materials to make a less noticeable repair.
Fiberglass Reinforced Repair Kit
Fix any shattered or damaged fiberglass
item around the home or business:
Boat hulls, trailer caps, water tanks,
laundry tub, shower surrounds, storage
units, outdoor furniture, central air
shrouds. Can also be used on metal
surfaces.
Rotted Wood Repair Kit
Mend wood trim or facings (interior or exterior), window
sills, window sashes, columns, railings, landscaping timbers,
decks, wood fences and sheds. Contains wood stabilizer that
soaks into damaged portions of wood and then hardens, creating a long-lasting surface you can repair, paint and protect. Use the
wood filler
wherever wood
has water or
insect damage.

Metal Repair Kit
Repair holes, dents, scratches, punctured, broken or rusted areas in metal:
downspouts, gutters, flashing, mailboxes, lawnmower decks, appliances, sheds,
wheelbarrows, garage and entry doors,
windows and metal siding.
Boat & Pool Repair Kit
Fill even small scratches, cuts and nicks in
the gel-coat of your personal pleasure
craft that expose the fiberglass. The
fiberglass absorbs or “wicks” moisture
and weakens the entire structure. This
kit guides you step-by-step on restoring
the gel-coat to its original watertight
function. Note: If your fiberglass is already weakened, you will
need to repair it first, using the Fiberglass Repair Kit
described above.
Deluxe Tub & Shower
Repair Kit
Fill even small scratches, cuts and
nicks in the gel-coat of your personal
pleasure craft that expose the fiberglass. The fiberglass absorbs or
“wicks” moisture and weakens the
entire structure. This kit guides
you step-by-step on restoring the
gel-coat to its original watertight function. Note: If your
fiberglass is already weakened, you will need to repair it first,
using the Fiberglass Repair Kit described above.
Aqua Jet & Snowmobile Repair Kit
Fill even small scratches, cuts and nicks in
the gel-coat of your personal pleasure
craft that expose the fiberglass. The
fiberglass absorbs or “wicks” moisture
and weakens the entire structure. This
kit guides you step-by-step on restoring
the gel-coat to its original watertight
function. Note: If your fiberglass is already weakened, you will
need to repair it first, using the Fiberglass Repair Kit
described above.

REPAIRING SPECIFIC MATERIALS
Look for the blue label on packages sized from half pints to
gallons to help you with any size repair project. Unlike competing products, storing Bondo® Home Solutions™ for
future use is never a problem. Our compounds will not
“dry” out in the can, and can be kept (and used) in cold or
warm areas. Our 30-minute drying, easy sanding and strong
bonding is why Bondo® brand products have been used in
the home by professionals for decades.
Drywall Repair Compound
Available in quarts or gallons, Bondo®
Home Solutions™ Sheetrock Repair
Compound should be used anytime you
don’t want to wait for spackling to dry,
shrink, crack and recoat. This compound
“cures” in 30 minutes without shrinking.
One coat and you are ready to sand!
Concrete, Brick & Stucco
Repair Compound
For fixing and filling knot holes in shingles,
holes or cracks in brick, stucco and concrete walls, driveways, holes around
water pipe outlets, seal around sinks,
shower stalls, tubs, toilets, and the area
around shower heads. Quarts and gallons.
Wood Filler
Half pint, quart and gallon sizes let you
purchase the right amount for your projects.
Restores and fills cracks, holes, splits
and scratches in wood. Can be stained,
varnished, primed, painted, drilled, sanded, routed, carved, planed, shaped or
filed in only 20–30 minutes.
Scratch & Nail Hole Repair Putty
No mess or mixing is needed for you to
make quick repairs to nail holes, other small
holes or scratches in wood trim, sheetrock,
plaster, paneling or exterior surfaces.
Comes in handy 1.5 oz. or 4.5 oz. tubes.

Rotted Wood Stabilizer
Water leaks, contact with the ground, leaves,
compost or even constant shade can rot large
sections of wood outdoors and indoors.
Rotted Wood Stabilizer (pints or quarts)
penetrates deeply into rotted wood fibers
and hardens them. Then use Bondo®
Home Solutions™ Wood Filler to
replace the missing sections.
Metal Repair Compound
Few jobs are too large for Bondo® Home
Solutions™ Metal Repair Compound.
Simple, specific directions help you prepare the surface and make permanent
repairs to damaged metals of all types,
including aluminum and galvanized.
Quarts and gallons available.
Multi-Purpose Reinforced Filler
Few jobs are too large for Bondo®
Home Solutions™ Metal Repair
Compound. Simple, specific directions help you prepare the surface and
make permanent repairs to damaged
metals of all types, including aluminum and galvanized. Quarts and
gallons available.
Easy Patch
The best bet for broken bolts, hinges,
seams, anchors; wherever permanent strong
bonds need to be established or restored.
Bonds and fills gaps.
Self-Adhesive Metal Patch
The best bet for broken bolts,
hinges, seams, anchors; wherever
permanent strong bonds need to be
established or restored. Bonds and
fills gaps.

